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• qr5 Vertical Axis Wind Turbine
• 7.5kW peak aerodynamic, 13.6m2

• 1500-5000 kWh p.a.

• Decentralised energy production

• Integrated with society

• Cost: £20,000 + installation
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• Trend towards clusters of turbines in a given area
• 5 turbine array in Cleveleys, Lancashire



Understanding the Wind Resource
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Mean (DC) component of windspeed

Long-period fluctuations

Short-period fluctuations

For small-wind applications, a significant 
portion of the available wind energy is in 
short-period fluctuations. 

S. McIntosh, “Wind Energy for the Built Environment”, PhD thesis, University of Cambridge, 
Department of Engineering, May 2009.
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•Local energy generation included in concept
•Minimising negative impact on grid
•Creating new value stream!
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Smart Control of Demand for Consumption and Supply
to enable balanced, energy-positive buildings and 

neighbourhoods 



SmartCoDe Node
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• Small size, low-cost 
chip

• On-board power 
measurement

• Control capability

• Wireless mesh 
networking

• Security designed in
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SmartCoDe Concept
•SmartCoDe Nodes on Energy using 
products and local energy producers
•Wireless mesh network 
communicates information and 
control
•Energy Management Unit 
coordinates strategic decisions on 
timing of energy use 



Energy Forecasting

Key requirement for effective Demand Side Management with 
local energy production is to have a form of energy forecasting



Energy Forecasting

Energy 
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•Wind resource and 
weather forecasts as 
input
•Micro-scale 
correction for small 
wind turbine site

•Exploring diurnal 
models as an option

•Advanced Energy 
Yield Model translates 
between available 
wind resource and 
resultant energy 
forecast

•Energy resource 
forecast feeds the 
Demand Side 
Management 
decisions



Wind Resource Forecasting

Directional terrain roughness illustration from S. McIntosh, “Wind Energy for the Built Environment”, PhD thesis, University of Cambridge, May 2009.

Corrections to macro-scale 
resource information 
(including weather 
forecasts) based on 
topography variation and 
measured directional 
terrain roughness.



Wind Resource Modelling
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Simple diurnal model is proving a very promising alternate 
approach for wind resource prediction



Advanced Energy Yield Model

Advanced Energy Yield Model built 
for qr5 Turbine

Special care has to be taken to ensure the turbine energy yield model 
can provide useful values for shorter periods and complex wind resource
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Decentralised approach 
In this approach the EMU does not control every EuP directly, but issues (via a broadcast) general 
demand side management directives. The SmartNodes would use the information to decide 
autonomously how to control the attached EuP. A possible form for these directives could be 
abstract cost forecast curves which are computed by the EMU out of the grid tariff info (possibly 
including a forecast), possible supply forecasts issued by the LEPs (see figure 3.1.2.2), or supply 
forecasts out of a local power consumption history data base. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1.2.2: Decentralised SmartCoDe operation 
 
Advantages: 

! Considerably less communication overhead: 
o! Probably no need to send sensor data at all 
o! The directives would need to be transmitted only every 10 minutes (approx.), could 

even be skipped if there is not much change in the underlying forecasts. 
o! Since the directives are broadcasted, the EMU needs only one transmit-operation for 

each directive. 
o! Control loops are local and not vulnerable to EMU crash or communication 

breakdown. 
o! In general, since the SmartNodes have more intelligence, an EMU crash or the 

corruption of the communication to the EMU does not imply a failure of EuPs. 
o! EMU load is reduced significantly, it is not even required for every EuP to be 

registered at the EMU (as in the centralised approach). 
o! Micromanagement is still possible: For certain EuPs, the decentralised approach 

might make not that much sense or the SmartNodes might not be able to handle the 
computations involved; the SKDSVC class might be a candidate here. A certain 
number of such EuPs can still be handled using the centralised approach. 

Disadvantages: 
! SmartNode design more challenging with regard to the software 
! Computing the abstract directives might be pretty expensive and/or challenging. For 

example there might be NP-complete problems involved, as this is often the case in 
optimization. 

! While the EMU does not need to know every EuP in the network any more, it also can not 
account for interdependencies. For example with respect to load balancing, it might be a 
good strategy to alternately power up (and down) the fridge and the freezer. Such behaviour 
is harder to achieve in the decentralised setting. 

Altogether this approach seems to be more advantageous: The problems involved are challenging 
but are solvable. The centralised approach on the other hand presents some serious, probably not 
solvable problems (communication overhead, bandwidth) regarding the management of a large 
number of EuPs. 
Figure 3.1.2.3 shows an overview of the decentralised approach using the EuP classification from 
table 3.1.2.1 and the LEP classification from Table 3.2.1.1 in the next section. The SKDSVC class 
is micromanaged in a way that it passes the relevant data to the EMU, which then sends back a 
schedule, which is stored by the SmartNode. 
 

The SmartCoDe Approach

• Network of SmartNodes feeds information on local energy use to 
Energy Management Unit (EMU)

• Information on grid tariff

• Local energy production supply forecast from turbine

• “Cost function” broadcast to SmartNodes which can then act 
upon individual energy using products



Clusters of Small Wind and the Distribution Network

• Larger turbine clusters introduce challenges to distribution network

• A Demand Side Management approach that integrates the local energy 
production:

• Reduces grid-side volatility of the turbine cluster

• Maximises the value of the generated electricity for the customer
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